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Semester: Spring 2021
Title: Educational Technology Creative Component
Name: Zhengzheng Xu
Masters of Education – Educational Technology
School of Education
Iowa State University
-------------------------------------------------------------A creative component project was completed to meet the requirement for the Masters of
Education (emphasis in Educational Technology) in the School of Education at Iowa State
University. The creative component project, a research and practice poster, was aligned to
the following program standards: 1) Visionary Learner, Planner and Designer, 2) Equity and
Citizenship Advocate, 3) Researcher and Analyst, and 4) Empowering Leader.
The first standard, Visionary Learner, Planner and Designer, highlights using and exploring
promising practices that leverage technology to improve student learning, focusing on
designing authentic learning activities to maximize learning. The artifact I chose to
illustrate my knowledge of this standard was my one of the work samples, “Instructional
Design for HIST Course”. It illustrates how I leverage technologies like Canvas, Studio, and
multi-media type applications to improve online teaching and learning.
Standard two, Equity and Citizenship Advocate, promotes my ability to use and apply equity,
inclusion, and digital citizenship practices with the goal of positively contributing to the
digital world. The artifact I chose to illustrate my knowledge of this standard was “Using
Social Media to Enhance Classroom Learning for College Students”. This shows how social
media acts as an advocacy tool to encourage educators to enhance learners’ learning by
using proper social media.
The third standard, Researcher and Analyst, illustrates my ability to understand and use
data to improve my instruction and practice. It is an opportunity to share lessons learned,
best practices and challenge that impact learning with technology. The artifact I chose to
illustrate my knowledge of this standard was “Evaluation for Educational Technology in
PK-6 Classroom”. This artifact used qualitative methods and online survey techniques to
gather data and provide recommendations to this undergraduate course. Also, the results
provided feedback to improve the courses’ instruction for future semesters.

Finally, standard 4, Empowering Leader, highlights how I have sought out opportunities for
leadership to support student success and improve teaching and learning. The artifact I
chose to illustrate my knowledge of this standard was my work description. My two oncampus work experiences (Teaching Assistant and Instructional Designer) and a summer
internship as an instructional designer provides evidence of my growth as a leader in using
technology to improve teaching and learning.
This creative component showed my growth in the areas of education technology and
instructional design. I am pleased to apply what I have learned in this program to my future
career.
My screenshot of the creative component (the research & practice poster).

